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Abstract  

 

The biomedical devices often operate only with a battery, e.g., blood glucose monitor, 

pacemaker. Therefore, it is desirable to fully utilize the energy without sacrificing the 

performance of the system. The Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC), as a key component 

of most of the biomedical devices, needs to be designed for minimum power 

consumption by exploring various techniques from system level to circuit level. In 

addition, the nature of bio-signal provides more alternatives to reduce the power.  

In this thesis work, an 8 bit 11 kS/s modified algorithmic analog-to-digital converter for 

biomedical applications is proposed. All analog components are designed at circuit level 

using a 90 nm CMOS technology and digital components are implemented using Verilog-

A language in Cadence. The ADC is operating in current mode at sub-threshold region 

with only 0.5 V supply voltage with an input current from 0 nA to 512 nA.  The ADC is 

designed based on a top-down design with bottom-up verification approach. The system 

level model is described using top level language and then the circuit level is created 

and verified using Cadence tools according to the system level model. 

The INL and DNL obtained from simulation is -1/+0.8 LSB and -0.9/+1 LSB respectively. 

The SNDR is 47 dB (7.5 ENOB) for a -0.2 dBFS at 1 kHz sinusoidal signal. The power 

consumption is 2.83 μ W without biasing and 4μ W with biasing. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

 

Analog-to-Digital Converters (ADCs) are one of the key components for most electronic 

systems, since they convert the analog signals to digital signals which are later 

processed in the digital signal processor (DSP). In other words, it is the interface 

between the analog world and digital world. The data being processed by the DSP 

depends directly on the performance of the ADC. According to performance 

requirements (resolution, sampling rate) and power consumption, a proper ADC 

architecture should be carefully chosen and design to meet the performance with the 

minimum power consumption. For applications such as portable devices or implanted 

biomedical devices where power is extremely limited, it is of great interest to 

investigate the tradeoff between performance and power consumption. 

The biomedical devices often operate only with a battery, e.g., blood glucose monitor, 

pacemaker. Therefore, it is desirable to fully utilize the energy without sacrificing the 

performance of the system. To achieve the ultra low power consumption, various 

techniques should be explored from system level to circuit level. In addition, the nature 

of bio-signal provides more alternatives to reduce the power. 

 

1.2 Background 

 

Generally speaking, to achieve the ultra low power operation for ADC, the circuitry  

should be as simple as possible, which means additional circuits such as calibration 

should not be introduced since it will consume more power; the supply voltage should 

be as low as possible so that the circuits can operate in sub-threshold region to save 

power. 
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The nature of the biomedical signals also enlightens us the direction we should move on, 

since the signal is normally weak current signal with frequency of only few kHz. Current 

mode circuits are gaining popularity because the conversion from current signal to 

voltage signal can introduce noise that may corrupt the weak bio-signals. 

Successive Approximation Register (SAR) ADC architecture is found to be the most 

popular solution for biomedical applications since it has medium speed (MSamples/s), 

medium resolution (8-12 bits) and the lowest energy per conversion step. 

Algorithmic ADC operates similarly to SAR ADC except the fact that the reference is kept 

constant. This means that unlike the SAR structure where a DAC capacity array is used to 

provide the reference voltages, the reference in algorithmic ADC can be quite simple. 

 

1.3 Objective 

 

The goal of this thesis is the design of an ultra low power 8 bit 11 kS/s ADC for 

biomedical applications. The proposed ADC in 90nm CMOS technology is based on the 

previous published work concerning on how to minimize the power consumption and 

adapted to the biomedical application. The target power consumption should be limited 

to few microwatts. 

The design follows the top-down design flow. It starts from system level (conceptual) 

simulation down to the circuit level design of the separate sub-blocks of the system in 

Cadence. After each block is proposed and verified to meet the requirements, they are 

connected and evaluated as a system at transistor level. The simulation includes static 

performance (integral nonlinearity (INL), differential nonlinearity (DNL), and transfer 

characteristics), dynamic performance (PSD, SNDR) and power estimation. 
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1.4 Organization 

 

The thesis is organized into six chapters. The outline of each chapter is as follows: 

Chapter 1- Introduction 

Chapter 2- Literature review 

The existing solutions are summarized and compared. A comparison of current mode 

and voltage mode circuits is also discussed in this chapter. 

Chapter 3- System level design 

Based on the general requirements of ADC for biomedical applications and the state-of-

art solutions, a new ADC architecture is decided. The proposed ADC targeting 8 bits with 

5 kHz bandwidth is then designed and simulated at system level using top level language 

in Cadence.  

Chapter 4- Circuit level design 

According to the system level design, 90nm CMOS technology is used to design the 

circuitry including these functional blocks: current mirror, sample and hold, operational 

amplifier, biasing circuits, comparator. Each block’s functionality is tested and verified 

before they are connected together.   

Chapter 5- Performance analysis 

The performance is analyzed once the ADC is working properly. The analysis consists of 

static performance, dynamic performance and power consumption. The design and 

simulations are performed in Cadence environment. 

Chapter 6- Conclusion 

This chapter is a summary of the thesis work; suggestions for improvement are also 

discussed. 
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2 Ultra low power ADCs – Overview 

 

According to the sampling frequency, ADCs can be categorized into Nyquist-rate and 

oversampling sigma-delta converters. Sigma-delta ADCs are often used for the high bit 

resolution by consuming more power, which is not necessary for biomedical 

applications. For the consideration of ultra low power, the ADC should have simple 

structure and operate at low power supply, thus, we will look into Nyquist-rate ADCs. 

Typical Nyquist-rate ADCs includes: flash ADC, folding/interpolating ADC, successive 

approximation (SAR)/ algorithmic ADC, pipeline ADC. Flash ADCs are used for high speed 

applications at the cost of more power while pipeline, folding and interpolating ADC are 

for higher resolution at the cost of repetition of the same sub-blocks. SAR/ algorithmic 

ADCs have simple structure and are operating at moderate resolution and moderate 

speed, these properties makes them to be the best candidate for biomedical 

applications.  

In this chapter, the characteristics of the biomedical signals will be discussed firstly, 

because such property is closely related to the operating mode of the circuit (voltage 

mode or current mode). Then a comparison between the current mode and voltage 

circuit is given in the second section. Thirdly, the ultra low power technique “sub-

threshold operation” which is used in this thesis is explained. The last section gives a 

short introduction to the published current mode ultra low power ADC and their 

specifications are summarized. 

 

2.1 Characteristics of biomedical signals 

 

Many bio-medical applications are current-based. A typical bio-instrumentation system 

for lab-on-chip (LOC) diagnostics is shown in Fig. 2.1. An array of metal electrodes is 

patterned on an insulated substrate. Bio-substances, such as DNA or enzyme, are 
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immobilized on the electrodes. During the detection, the electrodes are applied with 

certain potential waveform VE(t). Charge exchange takes place between the bio-

substances and the electrodes through electro-chemical redox processes, which 

generates the signal current i(t). The current for this type of application is generally 

weak, at the level of nA or even lower, with the frequency lower than 100 kHz. Although 

current signals can always be converted into voltage signals, the I-V conversion in the 

front-end can unfavorably introduce noise particularly for weak current, or limit the 

dynamic range of the detection system[1]. Direct current processing for these 

applications is desirable. 

 

Fig. 2.1 Typical electrical micro-array system for DNA[1] 

 

2.2 Current mode circuits vs. voltage mode circuits 

 

In general, most of the data converters are working in voltage mode. However in the 

case of ultra low power and low frequency circuits, the current mode circuits seem to 

attract more and more attention. 
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The choice of current mode circuits initially comes from the fact that the input bio-signal 

is current based. Traditional solutions are to convert the current into voltage and 

processed with voltage mode circuits. The disadvantage is that the noise is inevitability 

introduced into the circuits from the beginning especially when the input current is 

small. Moreover when a small voltage signal is feed into the circuit, amplification is 

necessary in different stages. Most of the power consumption actually comes from the 

high gain amplification. 

If the SAR ADC is designed in voltage mode, the DAC is normally implemented in 

capacitor array. Nonetheless, the capacitor can be a huge noise source for the circuit 

when the input signal is weak. Moreover, the DAC capacitor array would occupy a large 

amount of area. If it is in current mode on the other hand, a serial of current mirror can 

be used and little noise would be introduced.  Take the design of switch as another 

example, when it is in voltage mode, the switch would unfavorably suffer from the 

charge injection problem. While the switch is processing current signals, the CMOS is in 

deep triode region, the smaller the current is, the more linear the switch is. 

In summary, the current mode circuit is gaining more and more popularity for the ultra 

low power circuit design. 

 

2.3 Low supply voltage and sub-threshold operation 

 

Since the proposed ADC is operating for bio-medication applications, the power 

consumption is a big concern for the system. Lowering the supply voltage (VDD) could 

decrease the energy dissipated quadratically[2]. At low supply voltage and frequency, 

the transistors can operate in sub-threshold region. Normally in the analysis of the 

MOSFET, it is assumed that the device turns off abruptly (the drain current ID =0) once 

the gate-source voltage is lower than the threshold voltage, however, in fact there still 

exists current flowing from drain to source, and the current exhibit an exponential 

relation with VGS when  VGS < VTH .  
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Therefore the drain-source current in saturation region and sub-threshold region, ID, for 

an NMOS, is given by equations 2.1 and 2.2 respectively[3][4]: 

        
  
     

    
     

   
                                                      

      
 

 
                   

    
 

 
                                    

                                                                           
   

 
  

From equation 2.1, the relative transconductance  (
   

    
) is  

  

  
 , thus the 

transconductance efficiency  
  

  
, is highest in sub-threshold region[5]. This important 

property is the key to lower the power consumption of the ADC. The superior power 

efficiency is gained at the cost of the lower circuit speed, but the sub-threshold region is 

still applicable for most of biomedical applications where the bandwidth is narrow. 

 

2.4 Existing solutions 

 

Four successful examples with respect to the power consumption were considered as 

basics for this thesis work. 

 

I. Low power current mode ADC for CMOS Sensor IC [6] 

This ADC is implemented in 0.18μm CMOS technology. The particular ADC stages consist 

of current-mode sample and hold and integrating current-mode comparators. Each 

stage in this ADC produces residue current for subsequent stage. This residue current is 

then multiplied by two and compared to the current, which is a sum of reference 
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current and bias current. The biasing circuit needs additional bias voltages. The authors 

indicate a necessity for good matching between transistors in current mirrors in order to 

preserve linearity. They use the same reference current copied via different current 

mirrors to all stages. If there is a mismatch between transistors in the current mirrors, 

the residue currents produced will be compared to the different reference currents in 

the following stages. This limits the linearity of the circuits. However, this structure has a 

very low power consumption of 6uW. 

 

II. Flexible architecture of ultra-low-power current-mode interleaved successive 

approximation analog-to-digital converter for wireless sensor networks [7] 

This article proposed a novel 8-bit current mode interleaved successive approximation 

(SAR) ADC. Since it is in current mode the DAC is implemented with a serial of current 

mirrors with different W/L ratios rather than capacitor array. Mismatch between these 

current mirrors can introduce distortions rather than the noise in the capacitor array. 

The ADC used two control DC voltages and one reference current; the converter can be 

tuned to work with different sampling rates, number of bits of resolution, and power 

consumption levels. This ADC is for wireless sensor networks; however, this is also 

applied to biomedical applications due to ultra low power consumption and the 

similarity in input signals. The circuit has been implemented in CMOS 0.18μm 

technology. Minimum energy consumption has been found to be in a 25–250 kS/s range 

(for clock sampling frequency in a 200 kHz–2MHz range) for a single SAR section with 

the corresponding power dissipation varying from 220nW to 560nW from 0.55 V power 

supply. 

 

III. An area-efficient and low-power logarithmic A/D converter for current-mode sensor 

array [8] 

This paper presents an area-efficient and low-power current-mode logarithmic analog-

to-digital converter (LADC) that can be potentially used for large-scale CMOS sensor 
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array applications. The ADC consists of a novel analog functional block used as both 

amplifier and comparator. The reference current is generated by a MOS transistor in the 

sub-threshold region. This ADC encodes the input currents into logarithmically 

compressed voltage outputs. This ADC also borrows the concept of a SAR ADC but the 

reference current has been simplified since digital components are used to generate 

different gate voltage of the CMOS working as reference current source. This converter 

was designed in standard 0.18μm CMOS process with a total area of 55μm x 55μm and a 

power consumption of less than 9.7μW. A 7-bit digital counter and an external discrete 

ramp generator, typically shared among all sensor unit cells in the future sensor array 

implementation, complete the LADC configuration. Measurement results showed a 

dynamic range of 80 dB with 5 KS/s conversion rate. The proposed LADC is ideally suited 

for compact and low-power CMOS biomedical sensor arrays or CMOS image sensor 

applications.  

 

IV. A 1-V 225-nW 1kS/s current successive approximation ADC for pacemaker [9] 

An ultra-low-power 1kS/s 8-bit current mode successive approximation (SAR) analog-

digital converter (ADC) for pacemakers is presented. The proposed system architecture 

is designed to achieve a small chip area and ultra low power consumption by using 

current mode operation. The architecture of this ADC is the same as the one in II. The 

author tried to improve the DAC array using cascade structure to minimize the 

mismatch and adopted the ADC for even lower input current than the one in II. The 

circuit is realized in 0.13μm CMOS technology. The simulated power consumption is 225 

nW corresponding to a figure of merit of 0.657pJ/conversion-step. 

Table 2.1 is a short summary of the basic parameters of the above ADCs. It can be seen 

that current mode circuits are often used for low power low frequency ADCs with ultra 

low power dissipation.  
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 Table 2.1 Summary of the previous work on ultra low power ADCs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reference Process 
[μm] 

Resolution Sampling rate  
[kS/s] 

Power 
[uW] 

VDD 

 [V] 
Input Range 

[nA] 
SNDR 
[dB] 

[6] 0.18  6 125  6  0.65  NA NA 

[7] 0.18 8 250  0.56 0.55 0~256 NA 

[8] 0.18 7 5  9.7 1.8 0.01~1000 NA 

[9] 0.13  8 1  0.225 1 0~25.6 47.51 
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3 System level design 

 

In this chapter, the system level design of an 8 bit 11 kS/s modified algorithmic current 

mode ADC will be presented. From the previous solutions provided in chapter 2, 

SAR/algorithmic ADCs are the most common approaches for ultra low power 

applications because of the simplicity in architecture and the minimal amount of analog 

circuits[10]. Moreover, the power consumption of a current mode ADC is proportional 

to the full scale input current. Based on these observations, the system architecture is 

designed and simulated in Cadence using Verilog-A language. The first section describes 

the basic parameters of the proposed ADC. The ADC architecture and algorithm will be 

given in the second section, and in the last section the timing graph will be explained. 

  

3.1 Specifications of the Analog to Digital Converter 

 

The specifications of the proposed ADC are dependent on the application requirements. 

Comparing to the state-of-art ultra low power ADCs, the target power consumption 

should be around few microwatts or even lower. Because the power consumption is 

directly related to the resolution and bandwidth, an ADC with higher resolution and 

large bandwidth is often burning more power. From the survey in chapter 2, it is seen 

that an 8 bit resolution is sufficient for most of the biomedical applications 

Electrocardiography (ECG) is usually very low in frequencies (50 mHz -100 Hz). Other 

bio-signals such as Electromyography (EMG), Electronystagmography (ENG) and 

Electroencephalography (EEG) also exhibit very low frequencies. For applications such as 

bio-instrumentation system for lab-on-chip (LOC), the frequency can be up to 100 kHz. 

The proposed 8 bit ADC is designed to cover a bandwidth of 5 kHz, which is suitable for 

most of the bio-signals. The current input range will be from 0 nA to 512 nA with a 

resolution of 2 nA (1 LSB). These specifications are summarized and listed in table 3.1. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrocardiography
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electromyography
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronystagmography
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Table 3.1 Target specifications for the proposed ADC 

Technology 90 nm CMOS technology 

Supply Voltage 0.5 V 

Number of bit 8 

Input range 0 nA ~512 nA 

Sampling rate 11 kHz 

Bandwidth 5.5 kHz 

Power Consumption     10 uW 

INL/DNL                  

 

3.2 ADC Architecture and algorithm  

 

The block diagram of the traditional SAR and algorithmic ADCs are shown in Fig. 3.1 and 

Fig. 3.2. A SAR ADC includes a Sample and Hold (S/H), current mode comparator, SAR 

with control logic and current mode DAC. With this type of architecture, the input signal 

is first sampled and held, and then it is compared with the reference current generated 

by the current mode DAC according to the algorithm provided by the SAR with control 

logic. The algorithmic ADC consists of two Sample and Hold (S/H) circuits, a current 

mode comparator, a shift register and one gain-by-two amplifier. Since the ADC is 

current mode, the gain-by-two amplifier can be implemented as a simple current mirror. 

Unlike the SAR ADC, the reference current keeps constant in this case. For an 

algorithmic ADC, during each cycle, the error is compared and the decision that whether 

the reference current should be subtracted or added is made by the output of the 

comparator. Then the new current error would be doubled and feed to the input again. 

The proposed architecture is based on an algorithmic ADC. This type of architecture 

does not need current DAC implemented by series of current mirrors which require a 

good matching when the reference current is small and the supply voltage is low (0.5 V). 

Moreover, extra register logic circuit for the SAR algorithm to control the current DAC 

often complicates the design in digital domain, but for an algorithmic ADC the digital 

logic is quite simple. 
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S/H
SAR and control logic

        Current DAC        Current DAC

+
_

     b1    b2  bn    …

Dout

Iref

Current 
comparator

Iin

 

Fig. 3.1   Block diagram of a SAR ADC 

 

S/H

                 S/H                 S/H

Iin

-
 Iref/4

-Iref/4

Current 
comparator

X2
Ierror

Switch control

Dout

Shift register

 

Fig. 3.2   Block diagram of an algorithmic ADC 

In reference [6], a pipelined ADC based on algorithmic ADC as illustrated in Fig. 3.3 and 

Fig. 3.4 has been proposed. The reference current is simplified by using only one 

reference current with a CMOS switch (M7) to control the reference current on and off.  

In addition, the pipelined structure requires six “1 bit cell” and six “SI (S/H) cell” to 

achieve the 6 bit resolution. However, for biomedical applications, circuit area is also a 

big concern. As a result, although the pipelined architecture offers a higher sampling 

rate, for the proposed 8 bit ADC, only one “1 bit cell “and one ”SI cell” will be reused 

and operate as an algorithmic like ADC. 
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SI
1 bit 
cell

SI
1 bit 
cell

SI
1 bit 
cell

SI
1 bit 
cell

SI
1 bit 
cell

SI
1 bit 
cell

MSB LSB

Iref

Iin

 

Fig. 3.3 Block diagram for a pipelined ADC based on algorithmic ADC in reference [6] 

 

Gnd

Gnd

Iin

Vdd

M7

Iout

Dout

Gnd

Iref

W/L 2*W/L

M11 M9

M8

M10

M12

M14

M13

M11

M3 M4
M5

M3'
M6

M1 M2

V b1

V b2

 

Fig. 3.4 Circuit level diagram for a 1 bit cell from reference [6] 
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With the reuse of the “1 bit cell” and “SI cell”, the conceptual diagram is shown in Fig. 

3.5. In combination with the traditional algorithmic ADC architecture, one “1 bit cell”, 

two “SI cell”, and one digital control logic are used in this structure. In the first cycle the 

input current is sampled and held, and then the MSB (Most Significant Bit) and the 

current error are produced through the “1 bit cell”. This current error is sampled again 

by the second “SI cell” and fed back to the input again for the next bit conversion. The 

digit for each bit is exported by the digital logic sequentially from MSB to LSB (Least 

Significant Bit) in eight cycles. 

SI
Iin

Dout

Digital Logic1 bit cell

SI
 

Fig. 3.5 Conceptual diagram for the proposed ADC architecture with reuse of “1 bit cell” 

and “SI cell” 

A more detailed system level diagram is shown in Fig. 3.6. The “1 bit cell” consists of a 

current mode gain-by-two amplifier, a current mode comparator and a reference 

current source controlled by the digital logic. The gain-by-two amplifier is used to 

double the input/error current, and after the multiplication, this current is compared 

with the reference current by the comparator. Depending on the comparison results the 

control signal of digital block switches on or off the reference current which is 

subtracted from the input of the comparator as well as the input of the second “SI cell”. 

The digital logic is designed to export the digital output and produce the control signal in 

each bit conversion cycle 
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Fig. 3.6 System level diagram for the proposed ADC 

The algorithm is introduced to achieve the A/D conversion based on the system level 

architecture. The flow graph is illustrated in Fig. 3.7, and the algorithm can be explained 

as follows: in the first cycle, the input (Iin) is multiplied by two and compared with the 

reference current Iref (               ). If 2 Iin is greater than Iref, the digital output of the 

most significant bit (MSB), b1, would be “1”, otherwise “0”. The MSB of”1” means that 

the input is greater than          , to make the comparison for the next bit with Iref , 

the residue current (2Iin -         ) should be fed back to the input; the MSB of “0” 

means that the input is still under half of the full scale input, during the next cycle, the 

input should be doubled again. 

Therefore, the relation between Iin and Iref can be written as: 

                                                                                          

          
 

 
               

 

 
     

Equation 3.1 can be rewritten as equation 3.2, which is exactly the definition for an ideal 

ADC[11]. 
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Fig. 3.7 Flow graph for algorithm of the proposed ADC 
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To make the algorithm concrete, an example on the A/D conversion is shown in table 

3.2. Iref is equal to 512 nA, which is also the full scale input current and the current for 

LSB is 2 nA. In this example, the input is chosen to be 340 nA which corresponds to the 

digital output code “10101010”. 

Table 3.2 The 8 bit A/D conversion for Iin = 340 nA  

Cycle  Iin / Ierror 2x (Iin / Ierror) 2x (Iin / Ierror)-Iref  Ierror(update) digital output 

1 340 nA 680 nA 680-512 > 0 168 nA 1 

2 168 nA 336 nA 336-512 < 0 336 nA 0 

3 336 nA 672 nA 672-512 > 0 160 nA 1 

4 160 nA 320 nA 320-512 < 0 320 nA 0 

5 320 nA 640 nA 640-512 > 0 128 nA 1 

6 128 nA 256 nA 256-512 < 0 256 nA 0 

7 256nA 512 nA 512-512 = 0 0     nA 1 

8 0     nA 0 nA 0    -512 < 0 --------- 0 

 

In table 3.2, Iin refers to the input current and Ierror is the error current which is fed back 

to the input for the next bit conversion. The digits code is determined during each cycle 

from MSB to LSB. Iin/Ierror (update) represents the updated error after comparison during 

each cycle. It should also be noted that if the difference between 2 x (Iin / Ierror) and Iref is 

zero, the digital output code should be “1”. 

 

3.3 Timing for ADC operation 

 

To apply the algorithm to the top level architecture, the timing for each block should be 

carefully considered. All the components in the ADC need to perform their function at 

appropriate time.  Three system clocks are essential for the ADC operation, the clock 

which controls the switch between input and feedback signal; the clock for both “SI cell”; 

the clock for the digital logic. 

Since the maximum input frequency is 5 kHz, the sampling frequency should be at least 

10 kHz according to the Nyquist-sampling theorem. Due to algorithmic architecture, the 
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S/H will operate eight times for an 8 bit A/D conversion, which set the internal S/H clock 

frequency at least 80 (8 x 10) kHz. Moreover, extra reset time is required to cancel the 

circuit errors from previous A/D conversion. The frequency for SI cell is chosen 100 kHz.  

 

S/H
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- Iref

Digital LogicX2 +
_

Iref

Dout

Control signal

Current 
comparator

S/H

s1

s2

s0

s3
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Fig. 3.8 Illustration for the internal clocks of the ADC 

Fig. 3.8 shows the block diagram with all the internal clocks. S0 is controlled by the input 

enable clock, the clock is active high only during the first cycle of the A/D conversion, 

then the clock goes active low and S0 is connected to the feedback current error. When 

the clock signal for S1 / S2 is active high, the “SI cell” is tracking the input of the cell; 

when this clock is low, the output of the “SI cell” is holding the input current; S4 is also 

controlled by the same clock as S2; S3 is connected with a low enable signal to reset the 

comparator after the comparison in each cycle; S5, on the other hand, is not 

manipulated by an internal clock signal but the control signal from the digital logic.  

Fig. 3.9 presents the timing graph of the proposed ADC operation.  Before t0 is the reset 

phase for a new A/D conversion, and at time t0 S0 is enabled, the input signal is fed into 

the ADC, during (t0 ~ t2), the first “SI cell” is tracking the input signal; at t2, the input 

signal is held by the “SI cell” and meanwhile, the rising edge of the S2 will trigger the 
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digital logic to sample the digital output of the comparator and to send the control 

signal to S5. During (t2 ~ t4) the second “SI cell” turns to sampling phase, as the error 

current (feedback current) is generated at t2. Also during this period at t3, S0 is 

switched to the error current so that the current sampled by the second “SI cell” would 

flow back to the first “SI cell”.  In addition, during the sampling phase of S1, between 

(t0~t1) the comparator will be reset to avoid the wrong output. The first bit A/D 

conversion is ready at time t4, and for the next 7 bits, it is just the repetition of (t0 ~ t4). 

S0

S1

S2

S3

S4

   t0  t1  t2 t3 t4

 

Fig. 3.9 Timing graph of the proposed ADC operation for an 8 bit A/D conversion 
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4 Circuit level design 

 

In this chapter, the circuit level design of the ADC including current mirror, sample and 

hold, comparator is presented and discussed. According to the system level description 

of each sub-block, the schematic view of the ADC is created in Cadence using 90 nm 

CMOS technology.  The functionality of each individual component is verified through 

Analog Design Environment (ADE) in Cadence. These blocks are then connected 

according to the system level diagram, and verified as a system. 

4.1 Overview and Design challenges 

 

Most of the analog circuits are used under the condition VGS > Vth ,  if the operating 

points satisfy the condition that VDS > VGS – VTH > 0, The MOS transistor is in saturation 

region and the drain-source current (ID) would depend only on the gate-source voltage 

(VGS). As for sub-threshold region, from equation 2.2, when                 

      , the VD term can be omitted, and the equation can be rewritten as   

                           
   
                                                                                                                                                                                                            

Therefore, ID depends only on VGS. The similarity between saturation region and sub-

threshold region makes most of the circuits discussed possible to be used in saturation 

region. 

From the system level diagram presented in Fig. 3. 6, it is can be seen that the analog 

elements which need to be designed are a gain-by-two current amplifier, comparator 

and S/H.  The gain-by-two amplifier can be implemented as a current mirror and the 

comparator is implemented as two inverter cascade.  As for the sample and hold, it is 

initially a current mirror, with a switch (M0) between the gates of MOS transistors as 

shown in Fig. 4.1. Then the gate voltage of M1 is sampled and held by the gate-source 

capacitor of M2. Since both transistors have the same dimension, the gate voltage of 
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M2 is equal to M1 even when the switch is off, and the input signal is held by this 

structure. With these basic elements together with the digital component, a conceptual 

circuit level diagram is created as shown in Fig. 4.2. 

Iin Iout

M1 M2S0

C

 

Fig. 4.1 Circuit diagram of a simple current mode sample and hold 
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d q

Iin Iout

A
-  +

IoutIin

clk

Inv

Iin
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InvW/L 2 * W/L d

Dout

Fig. 4.2 The architecture of the proposed ADC with circuit level description 
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The design challenges come mainly from the need to maintain the functionality for all 

the elements under the low supply voltage (0.5 V) with a minimum input of 2 nA. Taking 

the sample and hold as an example, since the ADC works in a cyclic mode, to keep the 

error current within 1 LSB, the sample and hold should guarantee that the error current 

do not exceed 2 nA / 8 =  0.25 nA. Moreover the tradeoff between speed and precision 

should also be taken into account. Since the bandwidth of the ADC is 5 kHz, the 

sampling frequency of the S&H equals to bandwidth x 2 x NOB = 80 kHz, it is important 

to find a suitable time constant for the given sampling rate and resolution with respect 

to the circuit noise.  

 

4.2 Cascaded current mirror design 

 

Current mirror is one of the fundamental building blocks for analog circuits. Since the 

current needs to be copied or amplified during the A/D conversion for several times, 

high accuracy current mirrors are required to ensure that the output current tracks the 

input current accurately. In addition, the current source would provide the different 

biasing currents via current mirror for the system. 

The structure with M1 and M2 in Fig. 4.3 is the simplest current mirror model. When the 

current mirror is operating in sub-threshold region, assuming that          

              , from equation 4.1, the gate voltage of the diode connected 

transistor M1 is 

                                       
    

  
                                                                             

Since                      , if the channel length modulation is neglected, then the 

output current Iout would be written as: 

           

       
    
  

            

                                                                   

The constant term     already includes the geometry term    . 
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Where     is the constant term excluding the geometry term.Thus the relationship 

between      and      is written as equation 4.5: 

      
      
      

                                                                                                       

Iref

Iout

M1 M2

Vdd

 

Fig. 4.3 Example of a simple current mirror 

The first 1:1 current mirror at schematic level is then created in Cadence to see how 

accurate can be with the simplest model under 0.5 V supply voltage. The simulation 

result from the Analog Design Environment is shown in Fig. 4.4. The input current is set 

within a range from 0 to 512 nA, and the difference between input and output is already 

more than 2 nA (1 LSB) within such an input range and the precision requirement.  
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Fig. 4.4 Simulation result of the simple current mirror (IIN : 0 nA~ 512 nA Ibias =300 nA) 

The reason why this configuration cannot be directly used is mainly due to the channel 

length modulation. If the channel length modulation is taken into account, the 

equations become: 

       
 

 
 
 
     

    
                                                

       
 

 
 
 
     

    
                                                

Only if Vds1 = Vds2 =Vgs1 the current mirror operates accurately according to equation 4.5. 

Unfortunately, the drain-source voltage of M2 is determined by its following circuits, 

and Vds2 may not equal Vds1, therefore it is necessary to minimize the difference between 

the drain-source current of M1 and M2 since: 
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Thus, cascode current mirror should be used to suppress the effect of channel length 

modulation. As depicted in Fig 4.5 from [12], if Vb is chosen such that VY=VX, then Iout 

closely tracks Iref.  The reason is that the cascode device “shields” the bottom transistor 

from variations in Vp, which is ∆ VY ≈ ∆VP/ [(gm3+gmb3) ro3][12]. 

Iout

M1 M2

Vdd

 M3

YX

Vb

 

Fig. 4.5   Cascode current with minimum headroom voltage 

There are two solutions to generate the required Vb as illustrated in Fig. 4.6.  Another 

diode-connected transistor M0 is in series with M1 in Fig. 4.6(a), thereby VN = VGS0 + VX. 

If (W/L) 3 / (W/L) 0 = (W/L) 2 / (W/L) 1, VGS0 = VGS3 and meanwhile VN= VGS0 + VX = VGS3 + VY 

results VX = VY, which makes that Iout tracks Iin more accurately. However, compared with 

the approach in Fig. 4.6(b), the topology in Fig. 4.6(a) consumes substantial voltage 

headroom. In fact, the minimum allowable voltage at node P equals to VN - VTH = (VGS0 – 

VTH) + (VGS3 - VTH) + VTH, on the other hand, if all the transistors in Fig. 4.6(b) operate in 

saturation region, since Vb = VGS0 + (VGS1 – VTH) = VGS3 + (VGS2 – VTH), the minimum 

allowable voltage at P now is Vb -VTH = (VGS0 – VTH) + (VGS1 – VTH). It is obvious the last 

approach has the minimum voltage headroom. 

Note that the input range of the current is from 0 nA to 512 nA, the transistors of the 

current mirror are actually operating in sub-threshold region, however, when bias 

current is taken into consideration and the input current is multiplied by two in 

following stage, the transistors would also go into saturation region.  
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From Cadence simulation with transistor model” N_12_LL”[13], the VDS should be at 

least 120 mV so that the drain-source current of NMOS depends only on gate-source 

voltage in sub-threshold region. Comparing the two structures in Fig. 4.6 in sub-

threshold region, the last approach is more suitable for this ADC. The voltage at node N 

in Fig. 4.6(b) is VN = VGS1 while VN = VGS1 + VGS0 for Fig. 4.6(a).  The same result will be 

found in both operating regions. This difference of voltage Vgs0 could be quite essential 

when the supply voltage is 0.5 V. For instance, if a NMOS cascade current mirror is 

followed by another PMOS current mirror. For the NMOS current mirror, two “VDS” are 

consumed which is at least 0.2 V. Therefore, the voltage headroom for the PMOS 

current mirror is only 0.3 V, and then the voltage loss of “VGS” for the PMOS current 

mirror is considerably large and will limit the input signal range. 

Iin

Iout

M1 M2

Vdd

 
M3

YX

M0

N

Iin

Iout

M1 M2

Vdd

 
M3

YX

M0

Vb

N
P

P

 

(a) Headroom consumed by                       (b) modification of the cascode mirror 

a cascade current mirror                                  for low voltage operation                                     

Fig. 4.6 Current mirror configurations 

Therefore, the topology in Fig. 4.6(b) is used for the current mirror in the proposed ADC. 

The current mirror used to process the input and feedback signals is illustrated in Fig. 

4.7. The input/feedback signal is first copied by an N-type cascode current mirror and 

then multiplied by two by its following P-type 1:2 cascode current mirror.  
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Fig. 4.7 1:2 Current mirror for the proposed ADC 

To find out the optimal biasing voltage (VP, VN) for figure 4.7, the VP/VN is connected to 

an independent piece-wise linear voltage source and the minimum and maximum input 

current is applied to the input. By comparing the difference between the input and 

output current for both cases, the optimal biasing voltage is 320 mV for N-type and 80 

mV for P-type. All the parameters for the proposed 1:2 cascode current mirror is listed 

in table 4.1. 

From the transient simulation in Cadence, the output current versus input current and 

the error current (2 x Iin - Iout) is shown in Fig.4.8. It can be seen that the error between 

input and output is within - 1.4 nA ~ - 0.6 nA. By adjusting the biasing current subtracted 

from the output, the error current can be kept within  0.4 nA. 
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Table 4.1 parameter for the current mirror of the ADC 

VDD (V) 0.5 V 

IBIAS ( nA ) 300 nA 

Wn (um) / Ln(um) 80 um/5 um 

          Wp (um) / Lp(um) 90 um/0.5 um 

Vn (mV) 320 mV 

Vp (mV) 80 mv 

 

 

Fig. 4.8 Simulation result for the 1:2 cascode current mirror 

 

4.3 Sample and hold circuit design 

 

As already mentioned in section 4.1, the simplest form for current mode sample and 

hold is shown in Fig 4.1. Similar to current mirror, this type of sample and hold also 

suffers from the accuracy problem limited by the matching of the two transistors. 

Moreover, to maintain the total noise in the sample and hold is an important issue since 

the noise introduced by the S/H will affect the performance of the next stage.  
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An appropriate configuration for the sample and hold of the ADC should satisfy the 

speed, accuracy and low noise requirement. The S/H circuit is designed according to the 

original configuration in Fig. 4.1 and examined. As long as these requirements do not 

meet the specification, the circuit needs to be modified and re-examined. 

 

4.3.1  Design flow 

 

Since the sample and hold is followed by the current mirror, the input range of the S/H 

is 0 ~ 1024 nA which is twice of the ADC input range. The sampling frequency should be 

at least 80 kHz. The total noise current should not exceed 2 nA so that the 1 LSB could 

be sensed from the noise. 

Recalling the simplest configuration in Fig.4.1, the size of M1 and M2 should be identical 

and comparably large to reduce the error caused by mismatch. A CMOS switch is used 

to lower the effect of charge injection. The value of the capacitor is determined with 

respect to finite acquisition bandwidth and kT/C noise. 

The sample and hold in Fig. 4.1 can be simplified as the configuration in Fig. 4.9. To 

determine the value “C” of the capacitor, kT/C noise is made equal to the quantization 

noise (
  

  
) which is given by equation 4.9.[14] 

  
  

 
  

  

  
                   

      
                 

  

   
 

 

                                            

The full scale voltage (VFS) can be easily derived from the input current from the 

transistor model in Cadence, which is IFS (1024 nA) / gm (30*10-6)   0.035 V. Therefore, 

the value C of the capacitor should be greater than 2.6 pF. 
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Fig. 4.9 The equivalent model of the S/H in Fig. 4.2 

 

On the other hand, the speed of the sample and hold is primarily limited by the time 

constant  = RC. Consequently, the time constant should guarantee that the output 

settles within fraction ( = 0.5) of LSB within the sampling time (0.5Ts). This relation can 

be written as equation 4.10. 

        
                    

      
                                                   

The on-resistance of the CMOS switch is 34 kΩ from the Cadence simulation, the value 

of capacitor C should not be larger than 22pF. In summary, the capacitor should be 

within the range 2.6 Pf < C <22 pF.  However, the larger the capacitor is, the more area 

will be consumed. Nonetheless, if the capacitor is small, the kT/C noise will increase.  To 

find an optimal capacitor to balance the tradeoff between accuracy and speed, area and 

circuit noise are the first priorities for the design of the sample and hold. 

The transient analysis for the configuration in Fig. 4.1 is conducted in Cadence. Fig. 4.10 

shows the performance of the sample and hold when input is 2 nA and 512 nA 

respectively. 
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Fig. 4.10 (a) Transient response for configuration in Fig. 4.2 (IIN =2 nA ,IBIAS =600 nA) 

 

 

Fig. 4.10 (b) Transient response for configuration in Fig. 4.2 (IIN =512 nA ,IBIAS =600 nA) 
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It can be seen in Fig. 4.10 that the dominant nonideality for this current mode S/H is not 

the charge injection but the channel length modulation because the output current 

remains almost at the same value when the switch S/H moves from the sampling phase 

to hold phase, but this value do not equal the input current. For a current mode S/H, 

even if the charge injection and other nonidelities were eliminated, only the gate 

voltages of the transistors are guaranteed to be equal. Similar to the current mirror, the 

inaccuracy of the sample and hold is caused by the finite output impedance. Once the 

voltage at the drain of both transistors is the same, the accuracy is then achieved.  

Therefore, an operational amplifier (OPAMP) is introduced, and the configuration is 

shown in Fig. 4.11[15].  

The relation of voltage at the input and output node of the OPAMP with a gain of A is: 

                                                                                                           

The relationship between input and output current is the same as it has been showed 

earlier. When the channel length modulation is taken into account, the relation is: 

    
   

    
     
     

                                                                                                     

Where   is the channel-length modulation parameter. 

Iin Iout

M1 M2S0

C

-   +

A

 

Fig. 4.11 A modified S/H configuration with OPAMP 
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From equation 4.11 and 4.12, the current change               is given by: 

    
  

      
                                                                                                         

                        Where    is the voltage difference between the drain voltage of both MOS transistors 

The DC analysis for the previous approach reveals that the voltage difference between 

node 1 and node 2 is about 100 mV resulting that the output current deviates from the 

input current. As for the configuration in Fig. 4.11, assume VG = 150 mV, and the OPAMP 

has a gain of 15, the voltage difference    is only 10 mV.  

Although the second solution improves the accuracy, it is also important to know the 

speed of the sample and hold with respect to the accuracy. In fact, there is a 

complicated feedback mechanism inside the sample and hold circuit with the help of the 

OPAMP. During the hold phase, the stability problem does not occurred since the switch 

is off and the output transistor M1 is isolated from the input.  As for the sample phase, 

the output of the OPAMP is fed back to both of its inputs, and the sample and hold is a 

multi-pole system. The first priority now is to check the stability when switch is on. From 

the time domain response, the output current should be stabilized and tracks the input 

signal before the switch is turned off. 

Even if the stability is ensured, it is also important to find out how much phase margin 

(PM) is required to provide a small signal response of the feedback system with little 

ringing and quick settling as shown in Fig. 4.12[16].   

 

Fig. 4.12 Time response for different phase margin 
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When PM = 60 , Fig. 4.12(b) is recognized as the optimal time response. Because the 

complexity in analysis of the feedback system, it is difficult to calculate the phase margin 

for the sample and hold. However, from the transient simulation in cadence, it is simple 

to predict the phase margin in time domain. Fig. 4.13 shows the simulation results when 

the input is 2 nA with a biasing current of 600 nA. Since the sampling frequency is 100 

kHz, the time of the sampling phase is 1/ (100 x 2) = 5 us. As can be seen from Fig. 4.13, 

the output current keeps ringing during this 5 us, thus the current held by transistor M2 

when the switch is off do not match the input. 

 

Fig. 4.13 Transient response for the S/H configuration in Fig. 4.11 

 

Fig. 4.14 presents the transient response of the sample and hold with a slower sampling 

frequency. The simulation in Cadence reveals that if the sampling time is extended to 

100 us, the output current is finally stabilized and tracks the input current accurately.  
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Fig. 4.14 Transient response for the S/H configuration in Fig. 4.11 with a lower sampling 

rate 

The pole-zero plot in Fig. 4.15 using the “pz” function[17] provides a direct view in 

frequency domain on the why the system cannot operate at a higher speed. If the 

location of the poles in the complex plane is in the right half plane, the output of the 

feedback system in time domain keeps oscillating and grows exponential. Even if the 

poles lay on the imaginary axis, the output still rings all the time. The system is stable 

only if all the poles are in the left half plane.  Moreover, the positions of the poles would 

also impact the phase of the system. In principle, the further the poles are located from 

the right half plane, the more stable the system is.   

From Fig. 4.15, it can be seen that the dominant pole (ω 1, ω 2) is too close to the origin 

point, which causes the output current ringing over a longer time. If this pole is moved 

away against the origin point, the circuit would give a faster response. Poles (ω 3,ω 4) 

are located far away from the origin and about two orders of the dominant pole 

frequency(ω 1, ω 2), which will not contribute to much to the S/H performance. 
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Fig. 4.15 Pole-zero plot for the modified S/H with the help of OPAMP (Sampling phase) 

In order to increase the speed of the sample and hold up to 100 kHz, a resistor in serie 

with capacitor is introduced in the feedback of the OPAMP, as shown in Fig. 4.16, which 

compensate the effect of the poles (ω 1, ω 2).   
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Fig. 4.16 The proposed S/H configuration 
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Due to the complexity in analysis of the root locus, the values for the resistor and 

capacitor are difficult to calculate. With the help of the “PZ” function in Cadence, the 

values of these two elements could be tuned according to the location of the poles and 

zeros. 

Together with the observation from time domain, the values for resistor and capacitor 

are chosen as 100 kΩ and 4 pF respectively. Fig. 4.17 and Fig. 4.18 presents transient 

response for a 2 nA and 512 nA input with the parameters listed in table 4.2. 

Table 4.2 Parameters of the proposed S/H 

VDD (V) 0.5 V 

IBIAS ( nA ) 600 nA 

W (um) / L (um) 200 um /1 um 

W0 (um) / L0 (um) 0.2 um/0.1 um 

R (KΩ ) 100 KΩ  

C, C1 (pF) 3pF / 4pF 

 

 

Fig. 4.17 Transient response for the proposed S/H configuration when IIN = 2 nA 
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Fig. 4.18 Transient response for the proposed S/H configuration when IIN = 512 nA 

The RC feedback actually introduces an extra zero near the dominant pole frequency, 

and also two poles at high frequency as shown in Fig. 4.19. Meanwhile, the dominant 

poles(ω 1, ω 2) are also moved against the origin from position (                  

     ) to position (                     ), the zero (z1) will also reduce the 

effect of these two low frequency poles and makes the S/H operate faster. 

Until now the performance of the proposed S&H circuit is qualified for both sampling 

frequency (100 kHz) and accuracy (0.1 nA). The sample and hold circuit will inevitably 

cost more power comparing to the original approach because of the OPAMP.  As a 

matter of fact, the accuracy is achieved at the cost of more power consumption. 
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Fig. 4.19 Pole-zero plot for S/H after frequency compensation (Sampling phase) 

 

4.3.2  Noise analysis  

 

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, besides the accuracy and speed, it is also 

vital to identify the total noise referred to the output current. Analog design 

environment in Cadence provides the noise analysis which eases the work on hand 

calculation. The equivalent input and output spot/integrate noise and noise figure can 

be directly calculated; the noise transfer curve can be plotted as well. 

To deal with the noise for sample and hold, it should be noticed that in the sampling 

phase there will be more circuit noise contribution because when the switch is on, the 

noise from the input would be integrated by the RC network created by the resistor of 

the switch and the capacitor at the gate of M2. Taking the noise model in Fig. 4.20 for 

example, the total integrated output noise current within bandwidth B can be calculated 

as: 
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            (4.2.14) 

For the noise analysis in Cadence, on the other hand, the software calculates the noise 

at the time when the switch is on, which is written as: 

      
 
      

 
     

 
     

 
       

      
 

   
     

                  (4.2.15) 

Although the analysis cannot provide a precise value for the output noise, it is important 

to see if the total integrated noise is greater than LSB current (2 nA). Even if the noise 

analysis indicates        
 
            , the complete circuit level simulation should also 

be examined to see the effect of the circuit noise. 
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Fig. 4.20 Noise model for the S/H configuration in Fig.4.1 
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Fig. 4.21 Complete S/H cell 

Table 4.3 Noise distribution of the proposed S/H 

Device Noise Contribution (nA) % of total 

PM10 9.86244e-10 29.43 

PM13 9.44326e-10 26.98 

NM42 9.16999e-10 25.44 

NM9 7.13815e-10 15.41 

NM43 1.65576e-10 0.83 

Total Summarized Noise 1.8181e-9 nA 

 

From the noise distribution given in Table 4.3 for the proposed S/H circuit level design in 

Fig. 4.21. It can be seen that the total noise is limited within the LSB current, and the 

noise mainly comes from the P-type current mirror and the two large NMOS transistors 

of the S/H circuit. 
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4.3.3  Design of OPAMP 

 

In principle, the accuracy of the sample and hold improves as the gain of the OPAMP 

grows higher.  Meanwhile the power consumption will also increase. Therefore, the 

OPAMP is designed with a minimal gain that satisfies the accuracy requirement.  A gain 

of 30 is adequate for the sample and hold. 

A one-stage amplifier with differential input and single end output as shown in Fig.4.22 

fulfills the requirement for the proposed S/H. The differential pair M1 and M2 takes the 

input, and a current mirror is used as active load. M5 and M6 are acting as a current 

source for the differential pair so that the device has minimal dependence on the input 

CM level biasing current.  An important property of this circuit is that it converts the 

differential input to a single-ended output. The OPAMP is also operating in sub-

threshold region. All the transistor dimensions are list in table 4.3. 

VDD

Vn Vp

Vout

M1 M2

M3 M4

M6M5

Ibias

 

Fig. 4.22 Configuration of the OPAMP 
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Table 4.4 Transistors’ dimensions of the OPAMP 

Transistor W(μm) L(μm) 

M1,M2 40 um 0.2 um 

M3,M4 80 um 0.2 um 

M5,M6 200um 5 um 

  

The OPAMP is tested and verified in Cadence using AC analysis. Fig. 4.22 presents the 

frequency response.  The low frequency gain is about 15 dB, and the -3 dB frequency is 

at 667.5 kHz, which indicates the OPAMP is suitable for the sample and hold circuit 

where the maximum S/H frequency is 100 kHz. 

 

Fig. 4.23 Frequency response of the OPAMP 

 

4.4 Comparator design 

 

A simple current mode comparator which is also used in ultra low power current mode 

ADCs in [6] and [7] is adopted as shown in Fig. 4.24. The comparator is actually 

composed of two cascoded inverters:  the difference of two input currents is first 
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integrated by the gate capacitor of the first inverter (M1 and M1’), and the difference 

current is converted to voltage. Then the second inverter (M2 and M2’) inverts the 

output voltage to full scale of the supply voltage. When I1 > I2, the integrated current is 

converted to a negative voltage by the first inverter and turned to the VDD by the 

second inverter representing logic “1”, otherwise the comparator produces a low 

voltage output(0 V) representing  logic ”0”. 

To test the functionality of the comparator, two current sources (I1, I2) are subtracted 

and the current (I1- I2) is flowing into the comparator. I1 stands for the error current 

after the multiplication-by-two current mirror, while I2 is acting as the reference current. 

Ideally, the comparator should produce a logic “1” as long as I1 > I2, but due to the 

integrating property of the inverter, the error in current could also be integrated by the 

first inverter and during a certain time the error would corrupt the output signal. 

Despite of this, the integrating process also ensures no inherent DC offset in the 

comparator [6]. After all, the comparator is simpler in structure and more power 

efficient as compared to a voltage comparator. 

Dout

Vdd

GND

Vdd

GND

I1

I2

M2

M1' M2'

M1

P0 P0'

N0 N0'

 

Fig. 4.24 Circuit level of the current mode comparator 

Fig. 4.25 is the transient response of the comparator when I1 (2*Iin) = 512 nA and I2 

(Iref)=512 nA; I1(2*Iin)  = 256 nA and I2(Iref) =512 nA. When (2*Iin) is equal or greater than 
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Iref, the comparator would produce “1” after a period of integration of the difference of 

the two currents. The output of the comparator is then sampled by the D-flip flop; 

therefore, it is possible to adjust the clock of the D-flip flop to avoid that the wrong 

comparison result is sampled by its following blocks. 

 

Fig. 4.25 Transient response of the proposed comparator 
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4.5 Complete circuit design 

 

As described in chapter 2 in the system level diagram, the digital logic should have two 

functions: sample the output of the comparator and export the standard digital output 

“1” or “0”; generate the control signal to the switch that controls the subtraction of the 

reference current.  

Fortunately, these two functions can be easily realized by a simple D-flip flop: the 

comparison result is sampled on the rising edge of clock and the digital output could 

also be used as the control signal. Therefore, D-flip flop is the only digital component 

required for the ADC which relieves the difficulty of design in digital domain. In this 

thesis the D-flip flop is modeled in Verilog-A code.  

As for the switch in the ADC, these switches are simply MOS transistors in deep triode 

region. The low input level of current in nano-amperes makes the switch quite linear. 

The complete circuit level is shown in Fig. 4.26. Symbol “SH_V4” is the sample and hold 

circuit. A 1:1 NMOS cascade current mirror copied the input/feedback current and feed 

into a PMOS 1:2 cascade current mirror. Then the current is sent to another sample and 

hold as well as the comparator. The digital logic consists of a D-flip flop and an AND gate. 

The AND gate is used to shield the digital output so that the switch is subtracting at 

appropriate time.   
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Fig. 4.26 Complete circuit level of the proposed ADC 
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Several clocks are needed for the ADC, the clock for sample and hold, the clock for D-flip 

flop, the reset clock for comparator, the enable signal for input, the clocks for reference 

subtraction. Fig. 4.27 shows the timing graph with these clocks for the ADC. 

Fig. 4.27 Timing graph of the ADC  

S/H CLOCK1

Iref

Input@2nd S/H CELL

DOUT

S/H CLOCK2

INPUT/FEEDBACK

Fig. 4.28 Simulation result for the proposed ADC with an input of 2 nA 
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INPUT/FEEDBACK

S/H CLOCK1

Iref

Input@2nd S/H CELL

S/H CLOCK2

DOUT

Fig. 4.29 Simulation result for the proposed ADC with an input of 512 nA 

Fig. 4.28 and Fig. 4.29 present the simulation results for the complete ADC at circuit 

level when input is 2 nA and 512 nA. The digital output is expected to be “00000001” 

and”11111111” respectively.  For the case of 2 nA input, according to the algorithm, in 

each cycle the input is doubled since it is always smaller than the reference current until 

the last cycle. As a result, at the rising edge of the D-flip flop clock, “0” is always 

detected until the last cycle. For a full scale input, on the other hand, the comparison 

result always returns a logic high output. 

The simulation shows that the ADC is operating correctly according to the different 

current input levels. However, to measure the performance of the ADC, the ADC is 

required to be tested under all input current levels. Then the detailed performance 

parameters can be obtained through the calculation of simulation data. In next chapter, 

both static and dynamic performance will be measured with test bench in Cadence. 
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5 Performance analysis 

 

In chapter 4, it has been proved that the ADC is operating correctly. Now it is important 

to evaluate the overall ADC performance. In this chapter, the performance is measured 

considering the static performance (transfer characteristics, integral nonlinearity (INL), 

differential nonlinearity (DNL)), dynamic performance (power spectral density, signal to 

noise-plus-distortion ratio (SNDR)), and power consumption. Since the design is a 

combination of analog components and digital logic with Verilog-A code, the simulation 

is conducted in Cadence with “SpectreVerilog” and “AMS”. 

 

5.1 Set up of the test environment 

 

To evaluate the performance of the ADC, the test setup and test method should be 

firstly determined. From Chapter 4, it can be seen that the output of the ADC exports 

the digits from MSB to LSB sequentially during each cycle of the A/D conversion. To 

measure the static and dynamic performance, on the other hand, we need to convert 

these sequential digits to digital numbers first. Then these digital numbers could be 

processed in MATLAB to obtain the performance parameters. This function is 

implemented in Verilog-A code using a serial to parallel block. 

To measure the static performance, a current source with 256 steps is used as input. 

Since no such models exists in Cadence library, this is also implemented in Verilog-A[18]. 

On the other hand, a sinusoidal current source is used for the dynamic performance 

analysis. Because the ideal current source cannot be turned off by the switch, an extra 

current mirror is needed to duplicate this ideal current source. Extra square wave 

voltage sources connected to the clock bins of the ADC are used. 
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In summary, the test bench for the ADC is configured as Fig. 5.1. The output data is 

converted to digital numbers through the serial to parallel (SP) block, and then exported 

to Matlab for further analysis. 

ADC

Staircase input

Sinusoidal 
input

VDD

r=1Ω i

Serial to Parralle 
block

Digital 
code

Export to Matlab

Static performance
Dynamic performance

SpectureVerilog 
Simulator

AMS Simulator

VBIAS

r=1Ω ibias

Power estimation

Circuit noise

Fig. 5.1 Test bench for the characterization of the proposed ADC 

 

5.2 Static performance 

 

Static performance might not be as important as dynamic performance for high speed, 

high dynamic range ADC, but it should be considered for all kinds of ADCs. From the 

static performance, one can find out the missing codes and the accuracy of each input 

level of the ADC, as well as DNL and INL error. 
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5.2.1 Transfer characteristics 

 

The test input signal is a staircase signal with 5120 steps, each step equals to 0.1 nA 

(0.05 LSB). The output is then processed in Matlab and the transfer curve is plotted in 

Fig.5.2 (a). Fig 5.2 (b) is the ideal transfer curve. It can be seen that the transfer 

characteristic is close to the ideal case. However, more calculation is needed to see how 

the actual transfer characteristic deviates from the ideal one and determine the INL and 

DNL error. 

 

Fig. 5.2(a) Actual transfer characteristics                    (b) Ideal transfer characteristics 

 

5.2.2 INL 

 

Integral nonlinearity (INL) is the deviation of an actual transfer characteristic from a 

straight line in LSB or percentage of full scale range[19]. Normally, there are two types 

of measurement for INL: “best straight line INL” and “end point INL”. In this paper, the 

INL will be calculated according the first definition “best straight line INL”.  
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The INL is measured after the static offset and gain errors are removed and calculated 

using equation [19]: 

                                                                             

ID is the analog value represented by the digital output code D; N is the number of bits; 

IZERO I the minimum analog input representing code “00000000” and ILSB-IDEAL is the 

amount of current corresponding to digital output “00000001” in deal case. 

The INL is calculated with data from the transfer characteristic. The analog value where 

the digital code changed to its adjacent code is determined by the mid-value of the two 

analog values representing two adjacent digital values. All such values are gathered to a 

data set “I “.These values represent the digital output changes to its neighbor digits. 

The offset value can be determined by the deviation of the value representing digits “1” 

in set “I” from the ideal analog value”1 nA”. Similarly the gain error is defined as the 

deviation of the value representing digits “255” in set “I” from the ideal analog 

value”509 nA”. The offset value is subtracted from each element in set “I”, and the gain 

error is firstly scaled according to the input level and then subtracted from the values in 

set “I” respectively. 

Then the INL error is calculated by equation 5.1 and plotted in Fig. 5.3. The INL error 

maintains within 1LSB and the maximum INL error happens when the digital output is 

“191”10  which is corresponding to the digital code “10111111” 
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Zoom In

 

Fig. 5.3 INL plot of the proposed ADC 

 

5.2.3 DNL 

 

DNL error is defined as the deviation between width of two adjacent digital codes and 

the ideal 1LSB [19]. It can be easily inferred from the definition that if the maximum DNL 

error is within 1LSB, the ADC will not have the missing code. The DNL is calculated by 

equation [19]: 
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ID is the analog value represented by the digital output code D; ID+1 is the analog value 

corresponding to the successive digits of code D; N is the number of bit;  and ILSB-IDEAL 

is the amount of current corresponding to digital output “00000001” in ideal case. 

The same dataset that has been used in INL calculation is processed in MATLAB and the 

DNL plot is illustrated in Fig. 5.4. One missing code is found at code “191”, in other 

words, the output directly takes the transition from “10111110” to “11000000” and the 

maximal DNL error is 1 LSB at this point. Apart from this miscode, the DNL error 

maintains within +/- 0.8 LSB. 

ZOOMIN

 

Fig. 5.4 DNL plot of the proposed ADC 
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5.2.4 Conclusions 

 

Comparing the static performance between the proposed ADC and an ideal 8 bit ADC, 

the ADC can be still considered to be monotonic for most of the time despite of that 

there is only one missing code in the ADC. The relative number of bits from INL is 

8.355bits and the absolute number of bits from DNL is 8 bits according to equation 5.3 

and 5.49[19]: 

                                                                                           

                                                                                            

 

In summary, the static performance of the ADC showed an INL error of ~-1/+0.8 LSB and 

a DNL error of ~ -0.9/+1 LSB, where one missing code “10111111” is found at the output.  

5.3 Dynamic performance 

 

Dynamic performance including power spectral density, SNR and SNDR will be discussed 

in this section. In reality, the signal is not a dc signal or a staircase signal but sinusoidal 

signals with all frequency components. That is why dynamic performance is a more 

important indicator for the ADC performance. 

The simulations are performed in Cadence using the simulator “SpectreVerilog”. 

Unfortunately, the circuit noise cannot be added to the simulation with this simulator. 

For a more precise prediction on the system performance, the “AMS” simulator is 

chosen for the measurement of the dynamic performance. The test bench is set up 

according to Fig. 5.1 with a 1 kHz sinus signal. Since the bandwidth of the ADC is 5.5 kHz, 

the second third harmonics will fall into the bandwidth and it is helpful to find out how 

they will influence on the system performance. 
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5.3.1  Power spectral density 

 

Power spectral density gives the direct information on how the noise is distributed over 

the entire bandwidth. Assuming that a sine wave input is applied to the ADC, DFT will 

convert the N time domain samples        into the power on N /2 frequency bins (    ) 

[20]: 

                   

   

   

                                                             

     is the power distributed on frequency component K x fsample/N Hz. If circuit noise 

and other nonlinearity are taken into account, the 2/N of the total quantization noise 

should be equally distributed on the N/2 bins, and the signal power is located only at 

the bins of the input frequency. To calculate the DFT, Fast Fourier transform (FFT) is 

used with N equals to two the power of an integer. N is also called the number of FFTs, 

which determines the noise floor by: 

                                                                                                        

Depending on the number of FFTs, the noise floor differs, the higher the N is, the lower 

the noise floor is and the harmonics will be more clearly seen from the PSD plot. 

As a result, the PSD plot should be similar to the conceptual diagram Fig 5.5: 
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Fig. 5.5 Relationship between average noise in FFT bins and broadband RMS           

             quantization noise level  

 

To make a transient simulation in Cadence, the simulation time and circuit noise should 

be first decided. The simulation time depends on the number of FFTs and the sampling 

frequency. DFT and FFT assume the signal should repeat every N samples, therefore, the 

simulation time T = N/fsample. The bandwidth of the ADC is 5.5 kHz which means the 

sampling frequency is 5.5 x 2 = 11 kHz. When N = 210 =1024, the simulation time is 

1024/11 kHz = 93.09 ms; when N = 211 =2048, the simulation time is 184.5 ms. For the 

consideration of both simulation time and noise floor, the simulation time is chosen as 

190 ms (184.5 ms plus some setup times). As for the circuit noise, the maximum noise 

should be at least twice of the ADC operating frequency to include all the circuit noise 

and the minimum noise should be at least twice of 1/Tsimulation to make sure the noise is 

added to circuit simulation during the period of simulation. As a result, fnoisemax is 100 x 2 

kHz and  fnoisemin is 10.5 Hz. Normally, the SNR result for the same input frequency will 

degrade when the amplitude of the input signal is close to the full scale value due to the 

saturation. In this work, a -0.2 dBFS (full scale) amplitude is used for both PSD and SNR 

estimations. The frequency of the test input signal is 1.307 kHz to make the number of 
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cycles a prime number which ensures a unique set of sample points with the data 

window. Therefore, the number of period during the FFT is: 
   

  
       = 193 cycles. 

After the simulation in Cadence, the output is exported to Matlab again for PSD plot. 

The procedure for PSD plot in Matlab is listed as follows: 

1. Covert the digits to its corresponding analog values and take N of the output data. 

2. Apply a window function to the N samples to avoid the spectral leakage. 

3. Do the FFT calculation of the N samples  

4. Plot out the power spectral density 

Fig. 5.6 shows Power Spectral Density with a -0.2 dB full scale 1.307 kHz sinus input at 

supply voltage= 0.5 V at a sampling frequency of 11 kHz for the 8 bits ADC.  

Fig. 5.6 PSD plot of the proposed ADC 
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5.3.2  SNR and SNDR 

 

To quantify the dynamic performance from the PSD plot, SNR and SNDR are calculated. 

SNR is the signal to noise ratio which is given by the signal power over the total noise 

power except DC, signal and harmonics bins(2nd,3rd,4th,5th,…), while SNDR is the signal to 

noise plus distortion ratio which is given by the signal power over the all the noise and 

distortion power except DC bins. The ideal SNR of an 8 bit ADC is given by 6.02 x N +1.76 

= 49.92 dB. From the simulation in Cadence, the calculated SNR and SNDR for the 

proposed ADC is 49 dB and 47.0094 dB respectively for a -0.2 dBFS at 1.307 kHz sine 

input. Fig 5.7 is the plot from Matlab for SNR vs. Input amplitude. Then the effective 

number of bits can be derived to be 7.847 and 7.5165 bits.  

Ideal SNR

Ideal Maximum SNR =49.92 dB

Fig. 5.7 SNR versus Input amplitude 
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5.4 Power estimation 

 

Power dissipation is another essential parameter for the proposed ADC, since the target 

power consumption is within only micro watts. Considering the ADC to be a black box, 

the total power consumption is calculated by measuring how much current is flowing 

into the ADC from the supply voltage. According to Fig. 5.1, the ADC is powered by a 

supply voltage of Vdd and another supply voltage of Vbias. If a 1Ω resister is placed 

between the supply voltage and the ADC as illustrated in Fig. 5.1, the power 

consumption is integration of the supply voltage and the current, written as 5.7[19]: 

                                                                                                     

The power consumption can be simulated together with the dynamic performance. By 

plotting the current flowing in to the ADC, the power can be calculated using the 

integration function from the calculator in Cadence.  The power consumption is around 

2.83 μ W without biasing and 4μ W with biasing. 
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6 Conclusion 

 

6.1 Conclusions 

 

In this thesis work, an 8 bit 11 kS/s modified algorithmic analog to digital converter for 

biomedical applications has been proposed. All analog components were designed at 

circuit level with 90 nm CMOS technology and digital components were implemented 

using Verilog-A in Cadence. The ADC is operating in current mode sub-threshold region 

with only 0.5 V supply voltage and an input current from 0 nA to 512 nA. The calculated 

INL and DNL obtained from simulation is between -1 ~ 0.8 LSB and -0.9 ~ +1 LSB 

respectively. The SNDR is 47.0094 dB for a -0.2 dBFS at 1.307 kHz sine wave input. All 

the specifications for the ADC are summarized in table 6.1: 

Table 6.1 summary of the proposed ADC 

Technology 90 nm CMOS technology 

Supply Voltage 0.5 V 

Effective number of bits(ENOB)   7.5165 

Input range 0 nA ~512 nA 

Sampling rate 11 kHz 

Bandwidth 5.5 kHz 

Power Consumption 2.83 mw 

INL/DNL -1 ~ +0.8 LSB / -0.9 ~ +1 LSB 

SNDR  47.0094 dB 

 

The accuracy of ADC is guaranteed by using the cascaded current mirrors and a high 

accuracy sample and hold. The sample and hold circuit has been improved both in 

accuracy and speed comparing to existing solutions by using the OPAMP and RC 

feedback. The performance of the sample and hold is the key to the success of the ADC. 

The proposed ADC is based on the architecture presented in [6] and has been improved 

in both resolution (from 6bits to 8 bits) and power consumption (from 6μ W to 2.83μ
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W ). However due to algorithmic structure, the internal sample and hold of the 

proposed ADC needs to operate at higher speed compared to the pipelined architecture 

in [6], consequently, the bandwidth of the ADC is reduced and circuit area is also 

reduced.  A comparison between this work and recently published works is made in 

Table 6.2. 

Table 6.2 Comparison between this work and recently published works 

Parameter Design 
in [6] 

Design in 
[7] 

Design in 
[8] 

Design in [9] This work 

VDD (V) 0.65 0.55 1.8 1 0.5 

Technology(nm) 180 180 180 130 90 

Input Range(nA) NA 0~256 0.01~1000 0~25.6 0~512 

Smapling Rate(Ks/s) 125 250 5 1 11 

INL/DNL(LSB)                  
       

      
        

-1 ~ +0.8 LSB / 
 -0.9 ~ +1 LSB 

ENOB NA NA NA 7.6 7.5165 

SNDR(dB) NA NA NA 47.51 47.0094 

Power Consumption(μ
W) 

6 0.56 9.7 0.225 2.83 

 

In summary, the proposed ADC will be well qualified for current biomedical applications 

where ultra low power and small circuit area are required. 

6.2 Future work 

 

To obtain the dynamic range performance, the ADC should be simulated with more 

input current sources of different amplitude and frequencies. Performance 

characteristics such as dynamic range (DR), dynamic performance versus input 

frequency will further prove the functionality of the ADC. 

When it is implemented, even two CMOS transistors with the same dimension might not 

be identical after fabrication. To obtain a more realistic performance of the ADC, Monte 

Carlo and process corner simulation needs to be conducted before the layout phase. 
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From the circuit level design, switched current technique could be explored for the 

design of the sample and hold[21]. Such technique will further simplified the circuit 

structure in area and power, since only one transistor is needed to sample and hold the 

current. If the sample and hold can be implemented with this technique and satisfy the 

system requirement, the major power consumption that comes from the two extra 

OPAMPs will be eliminated. This improvement could be used to increase the accuracy of 

the current mirror and provide a higher resolution. 
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